
The asecos think tank - innovative 
products and services non-stop

asecos® holds more than 40 trademarks, utility and design patents. Every year we invest a substantial
amount in research and development and never tire to bring new ideas to life. The first Type 90 safety sto-
rage cabinet ever built is just one example of inventions made by asecos - followed by many, many more.

But asecos®� competence is not limited to safety storage cabinets only. Ventilation technology is another
part of our product portfolio, consisting of innovative hazardous material workstations, smokers’ cabins
and air purifiers. All together asecos offers more than 1,700 products.

Below you will find a time bar outlining the asecos innovations to date.

The FWF 90 safety storage cabinet: world’s first with pull-out drawers

Pull-out drawers instead of plain shelves: asecos® increases the maximum storage
volume substantially while providing perfect usability.

World’s first – 90 minutes fire resistance

asecos® produces the first safety storage cabinet with a fire resistance of 
90 minutes (material: stainless steel).

Safety storage cabinets now made of sheet steel

As the first manufacturer asecos launches a FWF 90 safety storage cabinet 
made of sheet steel.
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Combi-cabinets: All-in-one

The combi-cabinet makes it possible to store flammable liquids, gas cylinder in only
one cabinet, without violating the rule of segregation. Each compartment is a 
separate storage area. The interior equipment can be selected individually 
according to the customers’ needs.
*removed from the product range

The combi-cabinet makes it possible to store flammable liquids, acids and alkalis in
only one cabinet, without violating the rule of segregation. Each compartment is a
separate storage area. The interior equipment can be selected individually 
according to the customers’ needs.
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Refrigerating underbench cabinet: Clever use of existing spaces

The world’s first refrigerating underbench cabinet makes clever use of existing 
spaces beneath fume cupboards or hazardous material workstations. The cabinet
provides consistent refrigeration and extracts any pollutants safely.

PHOENIX touchless: World’s first safety storage cabinet with fully automatic,
sensor driven doors

The sensor will open and close the folding doors fully automatically, without being
touched. It goes without saying that PHOENIX touchless can be equipped with 
pull-out drawers.

PHOENIX: Folding doors and pull-out drawers as standard

World’s first: Thanks to its unique folding-door technology, the PHOENIX safety 
storage cabinet provides more convenience whenever space is limited (e.g. small
corridors – less protrusion of the doors)

PEGASUS: Perfect usability and safety

AGT and TSA are the main highlights of this new generation of wing door cabinets:
With its ingenious one-hand opening mechanism (AGT) both doors can be opera-
ted with just one handle - almost effortless (10 N). The automatic door closing devi-
ce (TSA) releases the arrested doors after approximately 60 seconds (adjustable)
making sure that the ventilation system can always operate perfectly and without
the need of putting containers down in order to close the doors.

*
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The air purifier AirOne: Sleek design – Efficient purification.

AirOne does not merely purify tobacco-polluted air but also retains pollen and viru-
ses due to its five-stage filtering system. The air is now perceived as fresh and clear.
In 2008 AirOne was honoured with the red dot Design Award for its sleek design.

Movable underbench cabinets with enhanced interior height: Improved usability

The new generation of asecos underbench cabinets are equipped with a 30 mm high plinth
(other sizes upon request) and 4 to 6 rugged castors (depending on the width). The cabinets
can now easily be pulled back and forth when installed underneath a fume cupboard (e.g. for
cleaning purposes, ventilation checks etc.). When exactly positioned, the plinth can be arres-
ted in order to prevent it from moving. Because of the enhanced interior height, the asecos
underbench cabinets do not just offer the necessary space for storing 30 litre drums, but also
to install piping and adapters for closed-circuit supply and disposal systems for solvents.
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Modular hazardous material workstations: New standard for health protection
in industrial facilities

Two synchronised fresh air curtains at the front opening and a clever air guiding sys-
tem offer maximum safety during work. The modular design makes it possible for
the user to extend the hazardous material workstation in 300 mm increments up to
a total width of 5,400 mm.

smoke & talk®: The certified smokers’ cabin

smoke & talk® was invented to protect non-smokers in a most efficient way. Thanks
to the ingenious technology, tobacco fume is captured safely and entirely before it
has the chance to escape from the cabin. The five-stage filter system retains all 
pollutants safely. Ultimately the appearance of smoke & talk® cabin was honoured
with iF design Award in 2007.

Recirculating air filter system UFA: Flexible, safe, cost-efficient

The recirculating air filter add-on (abbr. UFA) provides cost-efficient ventilation of
cabinets for flammable liquids by safely retaining any solvent vapours in a special
carbon filter. It makes any expensive ducting obsolete, thus providing great flexibili-
ty for positioning the cabinets. All one has to do is put the UFA on top of the cabi-
net and connect it to the power supply.

PHOENIX Vol. 2: Good, better, best

PHOENIX Vol. 2 offers the same benefits as the asecos PEGASUS cabinet, but with
folding doors.
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The air purifiers XXL Type S/B

The air purifier XXL is the perfect solution for highly frequented areas such as large
smoking rooms (Type S) or open-plan offices (Type B) because of its increased filter
capacity and high filtration performance. Its silent operation (almost inaudible) 
makes it the ideal choice also for environments where noise is unwanted (libraries,
lecture rooms etc.).

smoke & talk® ECONOMY LINE: Well-proven technology at favourable prices

The main advantage of this smoke & talk® series is its cost-effectiveness. With its
simple and robust design those cabins are the perfect choice whenever function
and cost-effectiveness is much more important than design and elegance e.g. pro-
duction facilities, warehouses etc.

New generation of safety storage cabinets in Q-design and Q-construction

The transportable safety storage cabinets with 2-colour concept guarantee maximum
flexibility and safety. The innovations of the new cabinet series include:
The asecos ‘Q-mover’, with which even 1200 mm wide safety storage cabinets can be
transported upright through normal room doors.
The adjustable door damping - the cabinet doors stay put at any opening angle. This
cabinet series guarantees an added convenience factor!

Further development – recirculating air filter system UFA.20.30 is now even more
intelligent

The circuitry in the exhaust air monitoring device, which is based on differential 
pressure measurements, is a new development by asecos. The recirculating air filter
system can thus detect and report any disturbances in the extraction from the safety
storage cabinet. The LED signal for indicating readiness for operation has also been
improved and an acoustic signal has been added to the alarm function. Result: The
new recirculating air filter system increases employee safety even more!

Gas cylinder cabinet with higher interior volume

Until now, only one 50-litre gas cylinder could be stored directly at the place of 
work in G90 gas cylinder cabinets with an external width of 600 mm. Now there is a
new and revolutionary gas cylinder cabinet from asecos with an internal width of 
477 mm but the same external width that still manages to meet the high 
requirements of Class G90 in accordance with DIN EN 14470-2 and is thus able to 
accommodate two 50-litre gas cylinders.
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eMail: info@asecos.com, Internet: www.asecos.com

CS-CLASSIC chemical storage cabinets offer new variety in the storage of 
chemicals

With a new design and even more individual fittings as well as a wide variety of 
dimensions, the new chemical storage cabinets fit seamlessly into every business. 
A choice of 3 cabinet widths, 2 different cabinet heights, 3 door variants, 7 different
door colours and innumerable interior fitting variations guarantees the perfect 
solution for every requirement. 


